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W h a t i s t h e Va l u e
Of Camp?

By Lily Mercogliano Easton, Camp Director

This fall I have been contemplating
our camp program’s impact numbers.
We are now six years into operating
as an independent camp and as our
numbers grow, I want to get better at
communicating what they mean.
This is especially important after this
year! We had a COVID outbreak, a
three day power outage, a bear in
Base Camp- AND we hosted 150
campers over six weeks of camp.
This was our longest season since
becoming independent, and one of
the biggest in recent history. How
can I best sum up that impact as we
reflect back on summer 2022?
I want to try to assess our
impact, by asking if we can imagine
we were nine years old last summer.
As a nine year old, we would have
been seven years old when the
pandemic started and too young to

Keep Camp Smiles
Glowing
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2022 Campers play “Fire Fire!” On the parade field.
attend that summer. Nine was maybe the
summer when our parents (finally!)
thought we were ready.
Next, let’s imagine as nine year
olds, that it’s our first time in a canoe,
and we manage to go out and back on the
lake in one of those metal canoes from
1954 without flipping over. Maybe we

were even in the Wendy H (this is a cult
classic canoe at camp, for those that
haven’t seen it or had the pleasure of
riding in it).
Or can we imagine that it’s our
first time making a fire from wood that
we collected. And now imagine we are
Cont’d on page 6

Join The Fun!
7 Weeks of fun in the woods starting July 2nd, 2022!
Registration Opens January 4th at www.campwawa.org
Session Dates are on the website now :)
For Help With Registration, Reach Out to Lily at lily@smithpark.org
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Donor Perspective:
M a k e C a m p A To p P r i o r i t y

THANK YOU to the following donors to the
Capital Campaign to Renovate the Main
Lodge for their donations of 5K or more!

By Isaac Graves

Each donation increases camper access to this transformative experience.
This year, when I considered my
personal giving, I picked Camp WA
WA Segowea to be at the top, and it was
an easy choice. I encourage you to
consider how camp could be in your top
three or top five to ensure WA WA has
the resources and priority that it
deserves.
When it
comes to
“When we
giving, one
thing is clear,
there will
always be so many great causes. So
why do I think camp should be at the
top? The biggest driving force for me in
making camp a priority is to value the
experiences in my life that were
transformative. As someone who
benefited greatly from going to camp, I
don’t want the rug pulled out from
future generations because camp
suddenly doesn’t have what it needs to
operate. I found community and friends
at camp so I see it as a responsibility to
do everything within my capacity to try
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to make that environment available
for future generations. Camp doesn’t
have the fundraising advantages of
other larger institutions, so it needs the
additional focus and care that
everyone who knows it well can give.
If our community doesn’t step up to

give together, we are
future for camp.”
support it, who will?
And here’s the thing, the
giving is the part that matters, not the
amount. There was a time when I felt
great giving $20 because I had $20 to
give. Now, I feel great giving a
$1,000. I encourage you this year to
think about how you can show up for
camp. It shouldn’t be painful- maybe
it should hurt a little bit because if it’s
way too easy, you can probably give
more but ultimately it feels great to
give money away! And when you give
your money to camp, it has a

multiplier effect because a camper gets to
be at camp as a result of your gift. You
can’t get that by giving to most places.
It’s important to me that as I donor I’m
not trying to re-create the camp
experience I had twenty years ago. Camp
today should be driven by the current
program leaders, the staff, campers and
families who are utilizing our programs
in our current times. I do still of course
have dreams about camp’s future:
increasing the capacity and preserving
the facilities, but ultimately I know my
money makes camp possible for kids to
go to camp and that means the most.
When we give together, we are
creating a future for camp. Camp should
be a safe place where kids can be
themselves and make new friends.
Effectively, camp should be the place
where campers are on their own for the
first time and
getting the
opportunity to
creating a
have a whole
new level of
independence.
We should serve as many kids as possible
and offer an amazing experience. There
will always be more kids than spaces in
any overnight camp, so our focus needs
to stay on reaching as many as we can
with the resources we have. If we can
make it 125 campers per week sometime
in the next five years- I would love to see
us get to that space. I know that the only
way to serve more kids is for all of us to
give what we can.

Anonymous, dedicated to the memory
of Arthur and Ruth McComb - $82,834
Tom McPheeters and Nancy Ost $50,000
Zach Korzyk - $30,000
Beth and Jon Hodos - $27,500
Matt Toback - $26,500
Stephen and Marlene Perks - $25,000
Bob and Nancy Harding, in memory of
Dean Temple - $25,000
Rob and Michelle Quinn - $15,000
Boo and Louise Van Alstyne - $12,500
Kara and Ryan Showers - $12,000
Anonymous - $10,000
Anonymous - $7,500
Holly and John Fisher - $7,500
Josh and Lisa Perks - $7,000
The Foley Family- $6,575

Sarah Perks - $6,500
Tom Harvey - $6,000
Lou and Mary Falk, in memory of Dave Falk $5,250
Kathleen Davis and Georgia LoPresti - $5,100
Mike Bruns - $5,000
Elizabeth Carivan - $5,000
Graves and O'Brien Families - $5,000
Hanagan and Cohen Families- $5,000
Hudson River Bank & Trust Foundation $5,000
Marjorie Koloski - $5,000
The McGlynn-Wright Family - $5,000
Mercogliano Family- $5,000
Smith Family Fund - $5,000
Bill and Nancie Van Alstyne - $5,000
Andy Elman- $5,000
Toby Malbec- $5,000

We would like to thank our most recent donors to Camp WA WA Segowea!
The following donors made gifts between July 31st and October 31, 2022.
The tradition of camp on Harmon Pond continues because of their generosity.
Adams Fairacre
Farm
Jon Appleton
Nicole Bova
Elizabeth Carivan
Laurel Ciccaglione
Kathleen Davis
Miriam Delman
Delta Math
Emily DeRevere
Lou Falk
John Fisher

Joann Gavin
Julia Hanagan
The Hodos Family
Frank Hughes
CJ Huxford
Tina Imm
Elizabeth Kiniry
Heidi Krueger
Stephanie Larson
Richard Lorber
Amy McPheeters
Simone Medina

Chris Minehan
Kaylana
Mittleman
Elisha Mittleman
Nancy Ost
Sarah Perks
Michelle Quinn
Renia
Engineering
Road to the Right
Track
Karen Sanford

Monique Sims
David Sucato
Tubby’s Bathtub
Resurfacing
Boo and Louise
Van Alstyne
Nicholas
Wainwright
John Witter
Wohrles Food

We are especially grateful to our newest month donors- this growing group of sustaining donors is now
giving over $1,000 monthly to camp!!

Give the Gift of Camp
www.campwawa.org
Smith Park of New York, Inc. Mission Statement

Smith Park of NY is devoted to the preservation and operation of Camp WA WA Segowea, the protection of its natural
surroundings and historical integrity, and the continuation of traditional resident camping that improves the spiritual,
mental, social, and physical attributes of young people in a supportive community.
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’23 Reunion

2 0 2 2 Tr y - A t h l o n
A Success

Dedicated Volunteers’ Hard Work Helps Improve Camp, which is why we highlight…

With Generosity From

Executive Sponsor

September 17th was a
gorgeous day at camp!
Thanks to the sponsors
and guests of the TryAthlon, we raised over
$5,000 for
camper scholarships.

Magic Makers

Camp alumni reunions are like time capsules: there’s a bit of a mystery involved…who
will come and what stories will be told? We’ve been holding a camp reunion every five
years which means the next one is coming in 2023! We’ve got a talented alumni
committee that’s putting it all together so let’s get to know some of their favorite things
about camp…

Delta Math

Gold Sponsor

Hodos
Family
by
Mike Bruns

&
Road to the Right Track

Annie Okichy

Silver Sponsors

“My favorite camp song is a new
one-‘The Great Camp WA WA’”

Adams Fairacre Farms,
Rennia Engineering Design,
Tubby’s Bathroom Resurfacing
& Wohrle’s Foods

Va l u e O f C a m p
getting water from the lake and trying
to put out our fire! Let’s add on that it’s
been a heatwave for over a week, and
we are on a field in the middle of the
woods with forty other young people,
and it’s dusk, and everyone is laughingand now everyone is also soaking wet.
Lastly, imagine this feeling
repeating itself over the course of
thirteen nights: Casino Night, Talent
Show, Let’s Make a Deal, Overnight
Campout, New Games, Banquet…
Is there really a number that
can quantify the worth of these
experiences? In the end, it doesn’t
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Carly Galvin, Courtney Heritage & Laurel Ciccaglione
“Our favorite animal at camp? Easy: THE BEARS!”

( c o n t ’ d f ro m p a g e 1 )
matter what game we are playing, or
how many fish we catch in a summer.
There is no number we can
place on belonging- especially on the
worth of belonging after a time of
such extreme isolation. We treasured
this last summer because, against
quite a bit of formidable odds: we had
a fairly normal summer. We were
together and we were at camp. And
the kids loved it! As one volunteer
said to me when we were closing up
camp in October, “Camp was open:
that is what matters.”

SE GO WE A
CA MP WA WA

SE GO WE A
CA MP WA WA

All Skill Levels Needed
Volunteer Virtually
or In Person
Year Round Opportunities

All Skill Levels Needed
Volunteer Virtually
or In Person
Year Round Opportunities

Vaughn Albert

Mike Bruns

Laen Albert

“My favorite camp activity is
definitely playing volleyball.”

“My favorite spot at camp is
obviously the kitchen.”

“My favorite camp view is base
camp from above, on the beacon
porch.”

Alumni Reunion
Save The Date
Saturday, July 29th, 11 AM - 5 PM
At Camp WA WA Segowea
Registration coming in 2023
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Alumni
Corner

By Lou Falk

By Mike Bruns

Capital Campaign Update:

For the Fall Edition of the Firefly, I caught
up with Sherry Sidoti-Rego (formally

After a tremendous beginning where the Campaign Team raised $460,000 from 77 donors, we took a
short hiatus to regroup and tend to camp for the summer. We return to work in January to raise the
remaining $40,000. This project will rebuild the foundation of our beloved Lodge and add an accessible
bathroom to serve our community members with physical disabilities or special needs. The work is
scheduled to begin after camp ends in August of 2023. Your support is needed to reach this goal. It is
now up to us to determine the future of Camp. As the famous Yankees catcher, Yogi Berra once said, “It
Ain’t Over till It’s Over.” We need to hear from you!

Sherry Drapkin) who was a camper and CIT
from the 1980’s.
What's the first thing you think of when
someone says Camp WA WA?
I think of floating in a canoe with my bestie
Erica, eating Reeses peanut butter cups
from the canteen with an ear to ear smile on
my face.

Campers make lifelong friends. Here’s Sherry and Erica at camp in the 80’s
and again 40 years later.

What camp experience still makes you

learned at camp and have become pillars

laugh?

What is something you miss about camp

of my sharing yoga and teacher trainings.

today?

So many! Casino night, dances, talent show,

The excitement of the first day of the session,

sneaking into the boy’s village, hiking the

What’s the best place to hangout at

AT…endless laughter.

the friendships that were so easily fostered,

camp?

the freedom of being a kid and having an

On a boat on the water in the evening!

amazing place to explore feely.

Looking back, what did you discover
about yourself in your time at camp?

What are you doing now?

I believe I discovered

I live on Martha’s Vineyard, MA,

mostly that I am one
thread on a big weaving.
That what I do has an
impact on the greater
whole. As a scrappy

“I discovered… that what I do
has an impact on the greater
whole.”

New York City kid, I
learned that I had love for being among the

What is something about you that you

trees, water, woods.

do or believe because of camp?
The importance of community, I believe

Is there something you learned at camp

my respect for nature and indigenous

(skill or something else) that you use

heritage was born from my time there.

today in your field of work?
Community building, compassion for
others, leadership (without hierarchy),

What’s your favorite camp smell?

speaking up for others, sharing truth and

The smell of campfires.

feelings, “circling” with others, active
listening, connecting to the natural and
spiritual world. These are all aspects that I
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B u i l d i n g C a m p ’s
F u t u re , To d a y

where I teach yoga and train yoga
teachers. I also am writing a book,
forthcoming August 2023. I have a
twenty year old son Miles who is
at UMass Amherst, and two stepchildren, ages 18 and 21. I got (re)

married last summer to my husband Jevon,
and the two of us bought land and built a
home from the ground-up. So I have been
spending much of my days these days
planting gardens and tending to the land.
Thanks Sherry!
Thank you! MY time at camp were the best
summers of my childhood!

Legacy Giving:
If Camp Wa Wa Segowea is an
important part of your life, you
can help us continue our work
for uncountable years to come
by including a gift in your will.
When you do this, you become
a Camp Wa Wa Segowea
Legacy Legend.
Here are a few questions I am
often asked about creating a
will.
Q: How do I even begin the
process of writing a will?
A: Creating a will is not as
complicated as you might think.
Start by contacting an attorney
who specializes in will
planning. Many attorneys have
streamlined the process and will
send you a simple questionnaire
to complete prior to your
meeting. Your attorney will use
this information to help you
organize your personal and
financial information, as well as
assess your current situation to
determine if you need additional

documents, such as powers of
attorney for health care and
financial matters.
Q: How long is my will
valid?
A: There is no expiration date
on your will. It stays in effect
unless you revoke it or until
you replace it with an updated
version.
Q: I have a will, but I made
it before my child was born.
Do I need a new will or can I
update my existing one?
A: The birth or adoption of a
child is a significant event that
triggers the need to update
your will. You need to choose
a guardian, someone who will
care for your minor child
should something happen to
you. You can also create a trust
in your child’s name and
protect assets for their use
until they reach the age of
your choosing. Remember,
without a will, you are leaving
these important decisions up
to the laws of your state.

To join us in our effort to build
a strong future for camp by
pledging to the
Capital Campaign or adding
Camp WA WA Segowea to your
estate planning, please contact
Lou Falk at lou@smithpark.org

Do you
LOVE to
Rake Leaves?

Join Us
for a Spring
Workweekend
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By Lou Falk

By Mike Bruns
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A Success

Dedicated Volunteers’ Hard Work Helps Improve Camp, which is why we highlight…

With Generosity From

Executive Sponsor

September 17th was a
gorgeous day at camp!
Thanks to the sponsors
and guests of the TryAthlon, we raised over
$5,000 for
camper scholarships.

Magic Makers

Camp alumni reunions are like time capsules: there’s a bit of a mystery involved…who
will come and what stories will be told? We’ve been holding a camp reunion every five
years which means the next one is coming in 2023! We’ve got a talented alumni
committee that’s putting it all together so let’s get to know some of their favorite things
about camp…
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one-‘The Great Camp WA WA’”

Adams Fairacre Farms,
Rennia Engineering Design,
Tubby’s Bathroom Resurfacing
& Wohrle’s Foods

Va l u e O f C a m p
getting water from the lake and trying
to put out our fire! Let’s add on that it’s
been a heatwave for over a week, and
we are on a field in the middle of the
woods with forty other young people,
and it’s dusk, and everyone is laughingand now everyone is also soaking wet.
Lastly, imagine this feeling
repeating itself over the course of
thirteen nights: Casino Night, Talent
Show, Let’s Make a Deal, Overnight
Campout, New Games, Banquet…
Is there really a number that
can quantify the worth of these
experiences? In the end, it doesn’t
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Carly Galvin, Courtney Heritage & Laurel Ciccaglione
“Our favorite animal at camp? Easy: THE BEARS!”

( c o n t ’ d f ro m p a g e 1 )
matter what game we are playing, or
how many fish we catch in a summer.
There is no number we can
place on belonging- especially on the
worth of belonging after a time of
such extreme isolation. We treasured
this last summer because, against
quite a bit of formidable odds: we had
a fairly normal summer. We were
together and we were at camp. And
the kids loved it! As one volunteer
said to me when we were closing up
camp in October, “Camp was open:
that is what matters.”
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“My favorite camp activity is
definitely playing volleyball.”

“My favorite spot at camp is
obviously the kitchen.”

“My favorite camp view is base
camp from above, on the beacon
porch.”

Alumni Reunion
Save The Date
Saturday, July 29th, 11 AM - 5 PM
At Camp WA WA Segowea
Registration coming in 2023
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there will
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We are especially grateful to our newest month donors- this growing group of sustaining donors is now
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Give the Gift of Camp
www.campwawa.org
Smith Park of New York, Inc. Mission Statement

Smith Park of NY is devoted to the preservation and operation of Camp WA WA Segowea, the protection of its natural
surroundings and historical integrity, and the continuation of traditional resident camping that improves the spiritual,
mental, social, and physical attributes of young people in a supportive community.
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